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CASE STUDY

CONSTRUCTION SPEED AND
EASE PUSHED TO NEW HEIGHTS
WITH REDICOR
When faced with a cramped job site and a project focused on schedule, the build team
chose a design heavily utilizing prefabricated and modular components. Using Vulcraft’s
RediCor Modular Steel Form elevator and stair cores shaved 12 weeks off of the schedule,
provided instant vertical transportation for trades, and ensured that all the modular
components went together the first time with no field modifications.

“

BACKGROUND

I would definitely recommend RediCor
over cast-in-place or masonry cores.
It’s hard to get much better than being
able to build other parts of the project
at the same time as the cores. You
The project features exposed cross-laminated timber and many couldn’t beat the schedule savings that
modular components, including Vulcraft’s RediCor Modular
we had with RediCor. You definitely have
Steel Form elevator and stair cores.
a cost savings with RediCor by the end
of the project.
Cirrus Apartments is an eight-story apartment building with
292 units that overlook Mile High Stadium in Denver. The
286,787 square foot project is designed to help alleviate the
city’s affordable housing shortage with many units despite
being constrained in a 2-acre lot.

Zack von Stein, Project Engineer
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SAVING 12 WEEKS OF SCHEDULE WHILE FREEING UP THE TOWER CRANE
of cast-in-place or masonry you’d have to go up the whole
way. With these, we could set a core and then build the
framing around it as the next core was coming on the truck
to set again.

The largest advantage provided by Vulcraft’s RediCor form
system was that they could be set and leveled immediately.
This enabled all the shaft work to be up and out of the way
quickly and freed up the tower crane for the rest of the job
site to be efficiently framed. 11 to 14 days per story level came
out of the schedule for each of the five floors with RediCor, 12
weeks total.

The actual installation and getting the concrete into the
cores was extremely simple, especially once you had a
couple of cores up. At that point you were able to just go up
the stairs, drop the rebar down into the core, and pump
the concrete into it to a specified level in the RediCor shop
drawings. Once that’s dry we’re ready to set the next module,
put rebar in it, and pour the next lift.”

Project Manager Zack von Stein explained:
“With the RediCor system, we were able to build around it as
we were continuing to stack more cores on top. Typically,
with a different type of elevator core or stair core that’s out

PROVIDING IMMEDIATE VERTICAL TRANSPORTATION
With such a focus on schedule, the builder needed workers
to be able to transport themselves and lighter tools and
materials - without relying on ladders and scaffolds that
slow work down, and can be challenging and expensive to
construct safely. RediCor stair and elevator cores are
available with pre-installed stairs and handrails. This afforded
the job site with immediate vertical transportation. Trades
could safely ascend and descend each level while under
construction without having to use ladders to go from
floor to floor.

“

One big benefit that came out of
the RediCor system was the stairs
being pre-installed before they came
out. We were able to just set the
cores in place and then the stairs
just dropped down right where they
needed to go. All we had to do was
pour the concrete in them and they
were OSHA approved for an access
point to any floor on our building.
Zack von Stein, Project Manager
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MAKING MODULAR CONSTRUCTION EASY
This was especially important as not only did the modular
kitchen and wall units not have room for field modifications,
but the entire floor was also modular. Large pieces of
precisely sized cross-laminated timber formed both the floors
and the exposed ceilings of the units. RediCor ensured the
framing couldn’t be crooked, so the floor sections came to
the job site, were lifted up, and dropped into place with no
adjustments needed.

Because of the schedule and space constraints, the design
placed a major emphasis on pre-manufactured and modular
components, from walls, to kitchens, to the exposed crosslaminated timbers. By using RediCor, the build team was able
to ensure that everything went together right the first time.
RediCor is constructed and installed in a manner that makes
it level, square, and plumb. This ensures that the adjacent
floor and wall framing didn’t need to be adjusted at all, unlike
what can happen with a masonry or concrete frame.

“

Having the ledgers pre-attach to the cores was really beneficial and allowed
us to get a really precise elevation for setting floor heights. The precision
of all attachment points under RediCor were much higher than we’ve seen
in the past, just because of the extensive shop drawing process with the
Vulcraft team. Not having to install all the attachment points in the field
really allowed us to just keep moving with the rest of the production on-site.
Killian Buggy, Project Engineer
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DEALING WITH LIMITED SPACE WITH 500-MILE JUST-IN-TIME DELIVERY

“

A cramped construction site with virtually no lay down room
meant that there was no place to store the cores. This meant
Nucor Vulcraft coordinated with the build team for each
delivery so that the trucks with their modules showed up at
their exact schedule time. Then the cores were lifted off the
truck and immediately set in place without any needed
storage. Each RediCor module was delivered 500 miles justin-time from Norfolk, Nebraska. Jim Frieberg, Vulcraft Sales
Representative, said “Everything was preplanned - if there’s
one thing Vulcraft does well over and over, it’s schedule.”

After we got the first couple of
modules, and absolutely by the time
the first core was set, we really had
it dialed in. It flowed really smoothly.
Zack von Stein, Project Manager

ASK AN EXPERT
For more details about RediCor®, visit vulcraft.com.
Details on engineering and sales contacts for your
area can be found on the site.

CALL (402) 844-2400
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